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About This Game

Recruits is a brutal fast paced top down shooter that puts the lives of countless amounts of soldiers in your command. Lead your
men to victory and see them progress through the ranks, show them defeat and they will be lost forever.

Your role as a commander puts you in charge of managing a platoon of soldiers during the war. Take men into battle one squad
at a time to accomplish your missions, along the way gaining experience and respect that allows you to better equip and

customize your soldiers.

Only by keeping your men alive, gaining medals and awards and defeating an overwhelming amount of enemies can you hope to
be victorious during this time in history.
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Recruits is in ALPHA, meaning that is is currently not finished. DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME unless you are happy to
contribute to the development and play it with bugs and issues. This game is on Steam so that it can reach a wider audience and

players can help contribute to the active development of Recruits.

Current Features

General Gameplay – Full body dismemberment and gore, weather effects, physics and destruction and time of day
lighting effects.

Variety of Mission Objectives – Including kill all enemies, destroy all buildings, covert operations and survival
situations.

Soldier Progression – Permanent death, enlisted rank progression, personal attributes and customizable nicknames and
load outs.

Special Abilities and Weapons – As a Commander, earn respect points to unlock upgraded weaponry and special
abilities such as Airstrikes and Cluster Bombs.

Squad Orders – A right click command menu in singleplayer gives you the ability to give basic commands to your
squad members.

Game Modes – Singleplayer campaign missions, online multiplayer death match and team death match.

Controllable Vehicles – Helicopters and Tanks with specifically tailored missions and environments for them.

Updates – Updates for fixes and feedback from players to improve the game in all aspects.

Future Features

More Mission Objectives - Rescue prisoners of war, assassinate enemy leaders and base patrols are just a few.

In-depth Soldier Progression – Platoon role stat bonuses, visual soldier customization and more.

Special Abilities and Weapons – Larger variety of weaponry and more special abilities including Napalm, Mortar
Strikes, Airdrops, Chemical Sprays reinforcements and more.

Context Sensitive Command Menu – Greater and more precise control over the squad A.I.

Soldier Morale – Events in game effecting the mood and effectiveness of your soldiers in battles.

More Game Modes – Introduction of online and local co-op, capture the flag and more.

Medals and Awards – Earn special stat boosts by performing heroic events in game.

Steam Integration – Steam Achievements.
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Overall Game Improvements – Bugs and fixes, along with making the game easier to play and understand for all users.
This game is still being developed and will always be updated to improve the overall usability.

Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/commotiongames
Twitter - http://www.twitter.com/commotiongame

Youtube - http://www.youtube.com/user/commotiongame
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Title: Recruits
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
QUByte Interactive, Commotion Games Pty Ltd
Publisher:
Commotion Games Pty Ltd
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit only), Windows Vista, or Windows 7

Processor: 2.0+ GHz multi-core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 3 Button Mouse Recommended

English
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make season 2 damn it!. It's just no reason to give such a brillant game even one nagative word.
Really really excllent job.. Got this as part of a bundle, the graphics give me a bit of a headache but the suspence building is
pretty good. It's 2015 and I'm still enjoying this. I have already accepted in my life that I will never find any other action-tech
music this good ever again.
I would buy this game again simply for the soundtrack. 99\/10. The game is brillant, but you will either :

- Puss* out and ask for a refund
- Break 1 or 2 controllers but keep trying.
- Or give up.

The first minute of the game you'll understand what old school hardcore game was about.

Easiest 6.29\u20ac spent of my life.

Buy it.

EDIT : I gave up h\u00e9h\u00e9 ! But It was worth, I'll get back to it someday, glad I got it tho, small price, 0 reason not to buy
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I would have hoped for this puzzle game to be a bit more... puzzly. Most puzzle games that I enjoy require some kind of insight
to proceed, or at least, are designed such that strategic thinking is superior to trial and error. You apply logic, derive a pattern
and act on it.

This game on the other hand does not reward thinking much. The best strategy seems to be: Find pieces that fit the border
(usually this will yield a unique partial solution) and go from there (usually there is a unique way to do so). This took me through
the hundred levels in roughly six hours with little cause to reconsider my strategy. It's not super boring (you can listen to music
or podcasts in the background) but does not provide an interesting challenge either.

I would have hoped for more clever puzzles. There are topological and graph theoretic insights that levels could be built upon,
such as:

\u2022 Any cut through the level crosses an even number of lines (of each colour).
\u2022 The curvature of each loop must sum up to a multiple of 360\u00b0.
\u2022 If there are crossings between red and blue lines, then this number of crossings must be even.
\u2022 The number of times line segments connect to the left end of a hexagon equals the number of times that a connects to
the right (for each colour. the same for the other two directions).

I think it would have been possible to build new mechanics and levels around those mechanics that encourage and reward
thinking about these things. Sadly, the existing levels are designed such that considerations of this kind are either useless or
more tedious than just applying trial and error.

There are puzzle games out there that convey interesting logical insights and reward the application of them, making the player
feel smart when solving a challenge. This is not one of these games.. Holy Aliasing Batman!. It simulates lots of wide open
areas, which is completed different from the two-non dlc reserves. The packs running in the wild is a good scene to behold.
Speaking of the species, it's quite different from the other reserves. I've never been to Africa and have little knowledge about it,
that being said, I'm ok with the extent of simulation in this dlc, although some species are not included as stated by some other
players, and I know that it's not possible include every single one of the species in such species-rich biome.
The TL;DR is, if you are ok with a fictional, African national park with some basic local species, then you may give it a shot..
Overall the game is good but for me the price is a bit too high.
The game is sort of boring without any in-depth storyline and geared more towards completing quests.
Not my styler personnally as i am into story-driven First-person walking simulators.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qridMVuvjPw&feature=youtu.be
Broken Reality contains the following gameplay mechanics:
- The game has an interesting and colorful environment.
- The game is basically a walking sim with quests.
- The game is slow-paced as you cannot run or jump.
- Collect likes and thumb up posts to get more likes.
- Take pictures to get more likes.
- Buy stuff with your credit card to get more likes.
- Destroy virus windows to gain access to blocked areas.. Do not buy this game. It may look fun but the multiplayer is only
availabe for a few hours per day.

This shouldn't even say it has multiplayer if it's only availble for a few hours a day.. tl:dr DO NOT PUT ANY MONEY INTO
THIS GAME AND JUST PLAY IT FOR FREE, FALSE ADVERTISING ON CARDS, SIDE STEPPING STEAM TAXES
BY LINKING TO A PERSONAL ARTIST ACCOUNT PATREON SUBSCRIBTION

DO NOT BUY DLC FOR THIS GAME
DO NOT BUY CARDS FOR THIS GAME UNTIL BOOSTERS ARE FREED FROM THIS HOSTAGE SITUATION

The Steam DLC doesn't count towards booster unlock.

In game only to unlock, no in game shop, only in game purchase option goes to a patreon and all discussions end with "just buy
off the market" or they'll even say, "gems", but once again, this is ignoring the very glaring problem of not being able to get the
booster unlock.
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The discussion page even has a sticky post that says cards are coming...half a year ago with a n\/t = no text. Clearly, people have
booster capability and the devolper is ignoring how others may also obtain it.

Not being able to unlock booster while others obviously have seals the deal, I know a racket when I see one, but just when you
thought broken and discontinued items on steam were bad enough, this is clearly misadvertised as having "trading cards" when
the low amount and high prices for the cards AND BOOSTERS clearly screams some of somebodies buddies were given the
feature so they can sell the cards while others weren't. At a ransom price for cards in general. ...30 cents for one reg card.

Is this a f2p that I can spend 40 dollars with my steam wallet or a hostage situation?

I'm going to look around for someone to make this right, but for all intents and purposes, DO NOT BUY DLC IF YOU'RE
LOOKING TO UNLOCK BOOSTER, SOMETHING IS TERRIBLY WRONG HERE AND IT STINKS.

What the actual F

Does Gabe know you're side stepping steam sales and are technically mislabeling your product?. I paid for the game, and was
looking forward to playing it, but it won't work in windows 7. Is there a way to play it in windows 7. Thanks
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